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0. Abstract
The study of word frequency has been discussed by linguists, psychologists, and computer scientists. However, the
results of these studies cannot be valid unless the corpus is big enough and properly-segmented. This paper observes the
distributional information derived from word frequency based on . a 14-million-character corpus of Chinese newspaper (CKIP
1993). This is the first available Mandarin Chinese corpus of such magnitude. The word frequency count is obtained with an
automatic-segmentation program with above 99% accuracy rate (Chen and Liu 1992). The count reflects some general
phenomena of Chinese usage. For example, among the first thousand high frequency words, there are more bi-syllabic words
than mono-syllabic words, attesting to the trend of bi-syllabicfication observed by many linguists. However, in general, the
mono-syllabic function words occur more frequently than bi-syllabic words. In addition, the frequency of numerals is ranked
according to their numeric order ('one' is higher than 'two', and 'two' is in turn higher than 'three', etc.)
This paper discusses the theoretical and applicational implications of these distributional properties. For instance, we find
that the most frequent 2452 characters and 28124 words make up 99% of the corpus content. It is suggested that the optimal
strategy for learning Chinese lies in the mastery of the most frequent 2452 characters plus words whose meanings can not be
predicted on the basis of their component characters. This implies that one need not know 28124 words in order to achieve good
reading knowledge in Chinese. Given the noted parallel between the internal structure of words and phrases, one can predict
that knowledge of a few thousand words and of the morphosyntactic rules will enable one to read 'Chinese without much
difficulty.
1. Overview
Previous studies on word frequencies were not based on large corpuses. For example, Hsieh
(1975) studied word frequency based on Taiwan's seven leading daily newspapers, which contained a
corpus of only 112,708 words. In addition, Hsieh's work was done by hand and not automaticized, so
there might have some miscalculation in the result. Beijing Language College's (1985) 'Xiandai Hanyu
Pinlu Cidian' (Word Frequency count of Modern Mandarin), a well-known dictionary which is often
cited, has 1,808,114 words. However, the result of these studies cannot be valid unless the corpus is big
enough and properly-segmented. This paper observes the distributional information derived from word
frequency based on a fourteen-million-character corpus of Chinese newspapers (Huang et a1,1993),
(Huang and Chen, 1992). This is the first available Mandarin Chinese corpus of such magnitude. The
word frequency count is obtained with an automatic-segmentation program with above 99% accuracy
rates. (Chen and Liu,1992). Furthermore, since the corpus contains mostly texts from journals, its
contexts cover many topics, such as politics, humanities, sciences, culture, arts and literature....etc. It
also contains interviews, fiction, letters...,etc. In other words, this corpus has both critical size and
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diversity. The distributional properties that obtain from the corpus should be a good indicator of the
general properties of Mandarin Chinese.
In this study, we follows approaches in statistical linguistics and try to combine mathematics and
linguistics in our research. Through observing computed results, we are able to gain an overall
understanding of the distributional properties of languages. In section 2, we will make observations based
on the word frequency count, and discuss the linguistic interpretation of these observations. In section
3, we provide statistics derived from our frequency count to test the robustness of some important laws
proposed in the field. In the last section, section 4, we will make some concluding remarks on this study.
2.The Linguistic Phenomena and Study
In this section, linguistic phenomena are observed and interpreted.
2.1 Classification of the 500 Most Frequent Words
The first 500 words occur no less than 2778 times. These words (types) make up 50.696
percentage of the corpus. There are some important attributes of these most frequent words:
(1) Among the 500 most frequent words, there are 93 disyllabic nouns, and many of them are
government organizations, corporations, and official titles(32 nouns): zheng fu 'government', xian fu
`county government', guo jia 'nation', ii wei 'legislator', yi yuan 'councilman', xian zhang 'county
magistrate', etc.) These words are all frequently used words in political news.
(2) Among the first 500 most frequent words, there are 136 verbs; and the active verbs are more than
stative verbs (84:50), transitive verbs more than intransitive verbs (99:35). Among disyllabic verbs the
frequency of discourse verbs is comparatively high. For example biao shi 'to express', zhi chu 'to point
out', ren wei 'to think', jue ding 'to decide', bao dao 'to report', diao cha 'to investigate', gui ding 'to
prescribe'....etc, and for the most part action verbs occur with single objects. Among 99 transitive verbs,
there are 57 action verbs with single objects.
(3) In addition, since the three factors,"person, place and time", are the three (almost) abligatory
elements in lither actions or states, they are also the most common properties of the first five hundred
high frequency words. For example, there is the factor of "person", and as we mentioned before, most
of them are government organizations and official titles. The factor of "time" includes words such as:
mu qian 'presently', zuo tian 'yesterday', jin nian 'this year, shang wu 'morning', qu nian 'last year',
etc. The factor of "place" including Tai Wan 'Taiwan', Tai Bei 'Taipei', Mei Guo ' America' , Ri Ben
`Japan', Kao hsiung 'Kaohsiung', etc. also occurs frequently.
As mentioned above, among the first five hundred high frequency words, there are 93 disyllabic
nouns, and 32 of them are names of government organizations, corporations and official titles while there
are also 12 time nouns and 24 place nouns. These three kinds of words make up of two thirds disyllabic
nouns.
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2.2 Distribution of Syllabic Length
Table 2-1 is computed based on a corpus of 9,529,233 segmented words . Segmentation was done
by the automatic-segmentation program designed by Chinese Knowledge Information Processing Group
(Chen & Liu, 1992). The numbers of words and frequency of one-character words to nine-character are
given in Table 2-1.
Concerning word type, there are 5191 monosyllabic words, which consists of 9.52% of all lexical
entries. There are 35,752 disyllabic words and they consist of 65.60% of all entries. The numbers of
trisyllabic and quarter-syllabic words are very close (12.36% and 11.58% respectively). Words of five
or more characters are rare, about 0.94%. However, concerning word tokens, the numbers of
monosyllabic words is more than the numbers of disyllabic words (53.77% vs. 42.28%). The sum of
the two classes of tokens is more than 96%, while the other words which are more than three characters
only add up to less than 4%.
From the statistics, we can see that most Mandarin Chinese words are monosyllabic or disyllabic.
The pre-dominance of disyllabic word types (65.60%) seem to support the theory that Chinese is in the
process of disyllabification. However, in actual use monosyllabic words are far more frequently than
disyllabic words. Moreover, we count the average word length of Mandarin Chinese is 1.494 according
to the table; which is lower than the estimated value of 2.
Kind of Word Number of Words Total Frequency Type Token
One-character words 5191 5123836 9.52% 53.77%
Two-character words 35752 4028894 65.60% 42.28%
Three-character words 6736 279711 12.36% 2.94%
Four-character words 6309 91006 11.58% 0.96%
Five-character words 300 3635 0.55% 0.04%
Six-character words 138 1736 0.25% 0.02%
Seven-character words 58 337 0.11% 0.00%
Eight-character words 15 72 0.03% 0.00%
Nine-character words 1 6 0.00% 0.00%
Total words 54500 9529233 100.00% 100.00%
Table 2-1 Words Classified by Syllabic Length
We will next investigate more closely the distribution in terms of word-length by monitoring the
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distribution of each 100 word segments on the frequency scale. The result is Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1, Distribution of Word Types with regard to syllable number within each 100-word frequency stage
Among the 200 most frequent words, there are no multisyllabic words longer than three syllables.
Moreover, in the 300 most frequent words, monosyllabic words are far more than disyllabic words
(monosyllabic: 156, disyllabic:44). The numbers of disyllabic words overtakes the number of
monosyllabic words in the 300-400 stage. From Figure 3-1 we can see that with the 300 most frequent
words, monosyllabic and disyllabic words show dramatic decrease and increase respectively. Then from
the 300th words to the 10000th words, the count of monosyllabic continues to decrease, whereas
disyllabic words are increasing continuously. Because longer multisyllabic words consist only a small
percentage, the two curves of monosyllabic and disyllabic words in figure 3-1 are almost perfect mirror
image of each other. This again shows that most Chinese words are either monosyllabic or disyllabic.
In addition we learn that the total frequency of one to four character words reaches 99%, and five and
more-character words are rare. After observing the spread of every one to four-character words, we find
the one-character words are predominant in the highest frequency range, and most of the words are
function words such as prepositions, determinative, measures, conjunctions, personal pronouns, the
verb"to be," and the verb "to have." In the next highest frequency range (400 to 2000), two-character
words are predominant, and most of the words are nouns and verbs. Almost all three and four-character
words are nouns and verbs. Focusing on the phenomenon, we would discuss in 3.3 why one-character
function words have such a high usage frequency. In addition, the distribution of one to four-character
words in terms of grammatical categories will also be discussed.
3.3 High Frequency of One-Character Minor Category Words
Among high frequency words, monosyllabic words dominate, and these monosyllabic words are almost
all minor category words, which include prepositions, determinative, conjunctions, personal pronouns,
etc.. Of all monosyllabic words, de has the highest frequency. Next we will observe the distribution of
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In Figure 2-2, we see the number of one-character determinatives is double of that of two-character
determinatives. In Figure 2-3, the graph shows 20 one-character determinatives appear in first 100 high
frequency words, which occupy half of the total amount of one-character determinatives, but
two-character determinatives do not appear before the 200th word. Thus we see one-character
determinatives are greater in number and also in usage frequency. The amount of one-character
prepositions are almost equal to that of two-character prepositions, and in first 1000 words, two-character
prepositions appear less than one-character propositions. The presentations of conjunctions and adverbs
also clearly illustrate the phenomenon that one-character words have higher frequency than two-character
words, but in first 1000 words, the amount of two-character words' appearances are few. Hence,
two-character conjunctions and two-character adverbs are all low-frequency words.
Since Chinese is generally not inflectional, it is necessary to use functional categories words to
represent grammatical relations, thus they occupy an important position in the grammar as well as use.
But these words have low productivity and belong to a closed class. So the chance of repetitive use is
very high. The obilgatoriness of functional category words, such as having no proforms and allowing
no ellipsis, explain the reason why one-character function words occupy a majority in instances of high
frequency words. In addition to the discussion of Fig.2-2 and Fig.2-3 above concerning the distribution
of function words, we make detailed observations on these words and find the following phenomena:
(1) In the first 1000 words, many one-character words are ranked higher than two-character words which
have the same meaning: conjunctions ji and yi ji 'and', chie and er chie 'and', yin and yin wei 'because',
dan and dan shi 'but', prepositions zi and zi cong 'since', ju and gen ju 'according to', and dui and dui
yu 'toward', for instance. Maybe it presents the characteristics of the writing form that writing
vocabulary is necessary to be brief and clear, simple and to the point to save the space of printing plate.
Besides, since function words only have syntactic function, if one-character words do work, we must
refrain from usingtwo-character words, so that we can avoid verbiage.
(2) It is important to take 'syllable' into considerations when using Chinese, especially when choosing
adequate adverbs to modify some verbs. It is observed that some monosyllabic adverbs always occur
with some certain monosyllabic verbs. Since these verbs are frequent, the frequency of these adverbs
are also very high. According to our corpus, high frequency verbs (shi 'to be', you 'to have', for
example) always occur with adverbs (Jiang 'be going to', bu 'not', ye 'also', yi 'already', dou `all', ying
`should', zai 'not yet', for example.) These adverbs also have high frequency.
2.4 Distribution of Major Categories
In one to four-character words, the distribution of noun frequency and verb frequency have some
differences in addition to similarities. The similarities are in the distribution of noun frequency and verb
frequency: the frequency of monosyllabic words is higher than that of disyllabic words, and the frequency
of disyllabic words is higher than those of three and four-character words. The differences lies in the
frequency rank of four-character words. Three and four-character nouns occur in the set of the 500 most
frequent words. Hence, in three and four-character words, the usage frequency of nouns is higher than
that of verbs. However, multi-syllabic words do not rank higher than 2500th and four-character verbs
do not rank higher than 4500th.
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Fig.2-4 ratio chart of Noun types in Mandarin Chinese 	 Fig.2-5 ratio chart of Verb types in Mandarin Chinese
In addition, we can see from the ratio chart (Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5) the percentage of every
syllable types of nouns and verbs----the ratio of one and two-character nouns and verbs are similar, but
that of three and four-character words are contrary; unexpectedly there are more three-character nouns
but more four-character verbs.
Based on the data of corpus-based frequency count of words(CKIP, 1993), three-character nouns are
mostly derived words, i.e., words composed of stems and affixes.These words have the often refer to
government institution(--Yuan, --Yu, --Shu, etc.), name of administration division(--Shi, --Xian, etc.).
Because of the high-productivity , three-character nouns consist a significant percentage. Chinese names
in general consist of three-characters; this may be one of the reasons why there are many three-character
nouns.
Four-character nouns are almost always proper names and government corporations, but four-character
government corporations are usually abbreviated to disyllabic words (for example, Zhong Yang Yin Hang
--> Yang Hang 'Central Bank'). As a result, four-character nouns occur less often, and their frequency
is not high. To sum up, except for monosyllabic words, the amounts of nouns reduce progressively as
the characters increase.
The distribution of three and four-character verbs is different to that of nouns. There are a few three-
character verbs, which are almost VR compound verbs (ying xiang dao Nan geng wei
`change') and V-0 construction verbs (da dian hua 'to telephone', fa pi qi 'to lose temper'). In four-
character verbs, VR compound verbs are few, and most of them are idioms (cheng2 yu3). As is well-
known, four character Cheng2 Yu3 is the time-honored way to conventionalize and lexicalize longer
expressions in Chinese. Since these idioms are often used to creat vivid speech, four-character verbs are
more than three-character verbs.
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Figure 2-6 and Figure 2-7 are the ratio chart of tokens of nouns and.verbs based on syllabic length.
Comparing Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-6, we see that the percentage of monosyllabic nouns expands to
nearly ten times (4.4% type vs. 40.6% token) when we use them, hut three and more-character words
correspondingly contract (e.g. for 3 character words, percentages come down to 6.3% from 19.9%). To
see the rise and fall of verbs, we see that the extension degree of monosyllabic verbs is equivalent to that
of nouns, but the usage frequency of three and more-character words reduces more drastically (only
1.8%). We learn from Figure 2-6 and Figure 2-7 the main present forms of nouns and verbs are one and
two-character. The reason why three -character nouns still occupy a significant ratio is that nouns are
designator of entities and cannot be easily abbreviated without causing ambiguities. In contrast, three and
more-character verbs occupy only 1.8%, because they do not show strong negative effect when
abbreviated. As to the reason why four-character verbs are more than four-character nouns, it is because
there are many idioms(Cheng2 Yu3) in Chinese which can be used as predicates, but, in fact, in contrast
with Figure 2-5, the type amount of four-character verbs occupy 17.2%, and it contracts to 1.2% when
being actually used. We see that the frequency of four-character idioms is not high in common usage,
though they represent a healthy protion of the lexicon.
3.5. Another Distributional Property: numerals
All the fundamental numerals one to ten occur among the most 50 highest frequent words. Their
frequencies generally reflects the numeric order, except for wu 'five' and shi 'ten'.
In the corpus, the high frequency of numerals is related to their common use in counting and
referring. The progressive decrease from one to nine can be explained by some characteristics we meet
when using ordinal numbers to count. In our statistics of words which display numerals side by side,
we find a large quantity of numerals are used along with standard measures ("dollar", "year", "month"
and "day", for example) and quasi-measures for measuring place words (xiang 'alley', nong 'lane', and
hao 'number', for example.)
When we use ordinal numbers to refer a group of things, the range to number would influence the
usage frequency of every number. For example, in a year we just have " the first season" to "the fourth
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season", so the numerals of five and above are not used in this context and consequently occur less
frequently. Thus, the frequencies of numerals from one to nine usually decrease gradually.
The reason for one's highest frequency is predictable, because "one" covers many meanings. In
Chinese, besides the meaning "number", it also presents the meaning "whole" and "same". The
abbreviation of the frequencies of "five" and "ten" , exceptional to numeric order, relate to the system
we use to count. The numbers over ten would usually have the number "ten" in them, "five" has a
higher frequency than "four" probably because "five" is the middle value of "ten" and we are used to
generalize the number less than five with "five" (for example, we always say "about 25 dollars" instead
of "23 dollars"). The importance of the number 5 in Chinese can also be supported by the idiom Yl Wu
Yi Shi `(literally) per-five, per-ten', Wiomatically) to give a detaild account', and the fact that Chinese
abacus uses both decimal and quintuple units.
2.6 Abbreviation
The efficiency concern of modern life also reflects on human language. People use abbreviation more
and more frequently; we can easily observe the phenomena i: the corpus. For example, with the same
meaning, guo min da hui dai biao (nation-people-grand-meeti-ig-representative) 'the National Assembly'
is less frequent than its abbreviation guo da dai biao, 'eas, guo da dai biao is in turn less frequent
than its abbreviation guo dai. Predictably, abbreviation w.,rds are found among the most frequently used
words. For example, Yang Hang 'Central Bank of China', Tai Da 'National Taiwan University'. We
find among the 2500 most frequent words.
In addition, the syllabic transformation of abbreviations and their origin forms are interesting. We
found that words with odd syllables in its full forms are most likely to be abbreviated to odd syllables
ones. Whereas the even syllable words are abbreviated to even syllable words. It is rare that some
trisyllabic words are shorten to disyllabic words. We only find counterexamples to this generalization
in the title of a news story, such as Jing Bu (shortened from Jing Ji Bu 'Ministry of Economic Affairs'),
Li Yuan (shortened from Li Fa Yuan 'Legislative Yuan'). This can again be used as evidence to support
the generalization that people use abbreviated form for the sake of efficiency but do not sacrifice their
communicative goals.
3. An Observation on Statistics Linguistics — Zipf's Law
It is claimed that when we arrange the result of word frequency count in a decreasing order, it
happens that the rank multiples the rate of its frequency results in a constant; i.e. F * R = C (R: rank,
F: the rate of frequency) This is known as Zipf's Law. (Zipf, 1949) Following Zipf's proposal, there
was a lot of discussion on it in the literature. However, our work is different from previous studies in
some aspects:
1. Our study is based on a much larger corpus than previous ones; their research was based on
at most a few hundred-character corpus.
2. This is the first time Zipf's Law is applied in Chinese with a properly segmented words.
Previous work focused their research on Chinese character frequency instead of word frequency.
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Firstly, the rank-frequency distribution of words(Zipf,1949) is shown in Fig.3-1; Curve A is the
James Joyce data; B the Eldridge data; C ideal curve of 45° slope. Cue A and Curve B are close to
a straight line. In Fig.3-2, curve D, shows the rank-frequency distribution of words derived from
Academia Sinica corpus. We can see the curve approximates linear between 42th and 1408th. This
follows Zipf's prediction. Scholars(Deng, 1987) have claimed that Zipt's Law can not apply the most
frequent words and the rare frequent words, so the the curve in Fig.3-2 does not violate the spirit of
Zipf s Law.
Fig.3-3 the rank-frequency distribution
of Chinese characters (Zipf, 194)
Rank Fig.3-4 the rank-frequency distribution
of Chinese characters (Academia Sinica Corpus)
Besides, Fig.3-3 and Fig.3-4 demonstrate the rank-frequency distribution of Chinese characters.
Fig.3-3 is Zipf's data; and Fig.3-4 based on Academia Sinica corpus. The curve of Fig.3-3 is firstly
downwardly convex then becomes linear and finally becomes step-like. However, Fig.3-4 shows a
upwardly convex curve while Fig.3-3 is downwardly convex. The difference between these two figures
implies that Zipf's Law does not correctly predict the distribution of Chinese characters. The reason
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might be that not all Chinese characters are information units.'
Thus, the distribution of a corpus is more complex than what Zipf predicted, and it is possible
that Zipfs Law can only fit a part of a corpus, not whole corpus. And if Zipf's Law can apply the
distribution of characters should be reconsidered. Thus whether the value of C is 0.1 should not be
emphasized as previous studies do."
In conclusion, we have shown that Zipf's Law can not be a general property of the distribution
of Chinese characters. However, it still applies to some specific range of word distribution. The
interpretation given in Smith (1991) should shed light on why Zipf's Law applies in a limited domain:
"It may suggest an equilibrium between unwillingness to exert mental energy in coming up with words
and the need for words specific enough to express the meaning. Or it may suggest that, as an efficient
channel of communication, language obeys laws of probability by the number of available word choices."
4. Conclusion
All the above discussion and observation are based on the CKIP word frequency count which is
computed from the Academia Sinica Corpus. Our research provides empirical evidence which lend solid
ground to linguistic theory and prediction. In addition to providing empirical evidences to linguistic
theory, our research also captures distributional properties of Chinese that cannot be predicted by pure
theoretical approaches. For instance, although 5665 Chinese characters in total occur in the 14-million-
character corpus, the frequently used 2452 characters made up 99 percentage of the corpus. This figure
implies that a person who has learned 2452 Chinese characters plus a few morphological rules can easily
understand most of a Chinese texts. The result can suggest an expected scale for the evaluation of
Chinese learners (native and foreign).
In conclusion, this study suggests a new approach combining computer and linguistic theory. In
Taiwan, this is the first time the frequency count of words is directly analyzed and observed on a
completely electronically based corpus. With the success of this pioneering corpus-based study of
Chinese linguistics, more extensive utilization of corpuses in linguistic and NLP research should bear
profitable results in the future.
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1. It can also be observed that Pierce's(1980) account "...Cree gives a line having only about three-fourth the slope of the
Zipfs law line. This means a greater number of different words in a given length of text --- a large vocabulary. Chinese
characters give a curve which zooms up at the left, indicating a smaller vocabulary" is misleading. Chinese does not have a
smaller vocabulary. It has a relatively small set of characters.
2. Let us examine Zipfs formula the way previous scholars did. The following numbers are the products of F multipling R.
All the product approximate to 0.1 like previous researchers' results.
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However, when we continue computing the products of F multipling R and plotting the result on a XY diagram (see
Fig.3-5), the graph is a mountain-like curve which zooms up at the upper left and suddenly drops off to the lower right. Also,
we can see that the curve peaks at the rank of 1378. This can be compared with the idealized prediction based on Zipfs Law.
(Fig.3-6)
It is interesting that our curve is plotted between the reasonable range that Zipf predicted, but it shows a smooth curve
and the value of C seems to be relative to its rank.
3 . In fact, Fong(1985) has proved that Zipfs Law is just a specific condition of Mandelbrot's formula. There are three
variables in Mandelbrot's formula. This implies it existing at least three conditions should be controlled in such experiment.
Thus the universality of Zipfs Law should be reconsidered.
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